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The conference of St Omer, attended by delegates of England, Burgundy and
France, was  a  resounding diplomatic success for England’s relatively new
Yorkist government.‘ Edward  IV’s  diplomats had managed to persuade the
French king, Louis XI, to renounce the treaty of Chinon (signed in 1462). By
this treaty Louis had aligned himself with the exiled  house  of Lancaster, Henry
VI and his wife Margaret of Anjou. Louis provided  some  financial support to
the Lancastrians and in return was offered the tempting morsel of Calais,
England’s last territorial possession on the Continent.2 Although Louis  XI’s
support of the Scottish-Lancastrian invasions of England in  1462—3 was never
as whole-hearted as supporters of Henry VI might have liked, it was one of the
most pressing priorities of the Yorkist diplomats to remove any possibility of
foreign support for Lancastrian insurrection. After a long series of negotiations
from September to mid-October  1463  held at St Omer and then Hesdin, the
threat of direct Franco-Lancastrian co-operation was removed, at  least  for the
time being. In England, on 27  October, orders were given to proclaim the news
that Louis XI had finally promised not to make war against Edward and had
promised not to give ‘Ayd or Favour to Henry late calling himselfe Kyng of
England, Margarete his Wyff  ,  nor her Sonne’.3 The truce between England and
France on land, signed on 8 October, was to last until 1 October 1464, but a
further truce at sea was left for future negotiation. In addition, an extension of
the commercial agreement between England and Burgundy had been agreed at
Hesdin with the representatives of Duke Philip the Good on  7  October.‘

This paper will explore some neglected aspects of the English delegation to
St Omer and will reveal the activities of those English officials whose duties
were to prepare for and organise the logistics and day-to-day aspects of such a
large and eagerly awaited diplomatic conference. It will become clear that
evidence from the records of the English Chancery and Exchequer provides
only a partial and incomplete picture of the way in which English diplomacy
was carried out during the late medieval period. Our knowledge of the Yorkist
diplomatic polity (and, in fact, of the  late  medieval polity as  a  whole) would be
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greatly improved  if historians were to make far more of the substantial records
of the Bibliothéque Nationals and the Archives Départementales du Nord (in
Lille). However, it should be a source of some pride to all Ricardians that three
frequent contributors to this journal, Livia Visser-Fuchs, Michael K. Jones and

Cliff Davies have already set the example which others should follow.5
Amongst other scholars of the Yorkist age, Ian Arthurson, Mark Ballard and
Kathleen  Daly too are unusual in their employment of French and Burgundian
sources. Still, much remains to be done.6 Despite Cliff  Davies’ call some time

ago for historians to see the Wars of the  Roses  in  a  European  context, the rich
resources of the North European archives able to provide such a  context
remain under-used by much of the historical community concerned with the
reigns of Edward IV and Richard III.7

The accounts of Robert de la Bouverie, ducal receiver-general, for  1463—64,

and a large collection of letters from the Bibliothéque Nationale provide a
detailed picture of the hectic pace of diplomacy in the months preceding the
conference of St Omer and the elaborate preparations which were being made
for it. The arrival of the English delegation to the conference seems to have
been expected from the early part of the summer of 1463. On 19 June Alard dc
Rabodenghes  (bailli  of St Omer) wrote to Antoine de Croy, Count of Porcien,

explaining that one of his servants had recently returned from England with the
news that the English ambassadors had been chosen and that  a  pursuivant of
John Lord Wenlock would soon arrive in search of  a  safe-conduct for the
English embassy.“ The following day Antoine de Croy wrote that the  con-
ference would  take  place on St John’s Day [24 June] or  a  few days afterwards;
he also revealed that Lord Wenlock had recently written to Jean de Lannoy
(Croy’s nephew) explaining that there would be no equivocation on the part of
the English, and  that  the embassy would come bearing ‘sufficient  powers’.9
Louis XI, it seems, had already decided  that  Croy would be one of his  rep-
resentatives at the conference; Croy wrote on 24 June that he had decided to

travel back to his lodgings at Rouen  since, in his opinion, it was preferable for
him, as the representative of the king of France, to arrive at St Omer after the
arrival of the English.lo The representatives of the duke of Burgundy were also
waiting for the arrival of Edward IV ’s ambassadors. Jean  Schoonhove, ducal

secretary and  ‘garde  de ses chartes de Flandres’, waited for three weeks with
other members of the ducal council at St Omer from  9  July.”

An English warrant for issue of  4  July 1463, ordered that payments should
be made to Edward’s ambassadors in preparation for their mission. George
Neville, Bishop of Exeter (Edward’s chancellor), Henry Bourgchier, Earl of
Essex, John Lord Wenlock, Peter Taster, Dean of St Severin’s, Dr  Thomas
Wynterboume, Dr Thomas Kent, Dr Henry Sharp, Sir Walter Blount, Louis
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Galet and Richard Whetehill were to be paid in expectation of their mission to
‘mete  with the commissaries and ambassatours’ of the duke of Burgundy.l2 It
was widely believed amongst interested parties on the Continent that the pur-
pose of the conference was to allow England to come to  some  agreement with
France (either by direct negotiation or by mediation of Philip the Good), but
there is no formal mention of this possibility in the warrant for issue. The
prospect of an Anglo-French truce was probably an open secret rather than  a
publicly and officially accepted  fact.  Meanwhile, there was still no  immediate
sign of the English  embassy at St  Omer.  Apparently Edward was waiting for the
unstable situation on the Anglo-Scottish border to be resolved.l3 At the end of
May, Alnwick had been given over to  a  Lancastrian force by Sir Ralph Grey
and a few  days  later the earl of Warwick had been dispatched to the North in
response.  By the middle of July Norham too was threatened by a besieging
Scottish army."

When Antoine de Croy wrote from Boulogne on 7 July to Louis
d’Harcourt, Patriarch of Jerusalem, he informed the bishop that he had
recently been  told that the English ambassadors to the St Omer conference were
at Sandwich. However, he went on to say that an envoy of Edward IV, Thomas
Vaughan  (Edward’s esquire of the body), had recently arrived to  meet  with
Philip the Good and had explained that the English ambassadors did not yet
dare to board their ships owing to rumours of a fleet of Louis  XI’s  ships which
was  feared  to be roaming the seas. Croy found  Vaughan’s  report difficult to
believe since, as he told Harcourt, the conference at St Omer was to be held

partly at the desire and knowledge of the French king.ls On Saturday 16 July,
Philippe  de Loan (lieutenant of the  sénéchal  of the Boulonnais, and somewhat
of a specialist in diplomatic contacts with the English) wrote to Antoine de
Croy with further news of the long-awaited English embassy." Apparently, one
of Richard  Whetehill’s  clerks, Colin Herevé, had arrived in  Boulogne  that very

morning bringing news that on the following Monday, Whetehill (lieutenant of
Guines), Sir Walter Blount (treasurer of Calais) and Otwell Worseley would
arrive at  Calais  to prepare for the arrival of the  English  delegation to the con-
ference.” Supposedly, on that Monday, the English embassy was finally to
leave London for Sandwich. De Loan quickly passed  this information on to
Antoine de Croy who then, in turn, informed his colleague Louis d’Harcourt
and promised to notify the bishop as  soon  as the embassy had arrived at
Calais."

A  letter written by William Lord  Hastings  on  7  August most clearly demon-
strates that Edward IV was waiting for  a  successful resolution of the disorder
in the Border area before sending any embassy abroad. Hastings wrote  that  the
embassy was almost ready to leave for St  Omer, where it would  have  been
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already had it not been for the  ‘great  enterprise of the ancient enemies of my

sovereign lord, the  Scots, allied  with the king’s great traitors and rebels, Henry
calling himself king and Margaret, his wife’.19 On 13 Auglst Antoine de Croy

had heard, by means of some further letters from England (written  this  time

by Sir Walter Blount), that the ambassadors” ships and certain other  ships
of war  were ready to leave.20 Blount’s message  may have been carried by his

own pursuivant, Chateaubleu, who was rewarded by the duke of Burgundy at

about this time for delivering certain ‘lettres closes’ to him whilst he was

at Boulogne.2l At last, on 21  August, after  a final  meeting with Edward IV at

Dover, the English delegation departed, although still in some fear for their per-

sonal safety. For as soon as they had arrived at Calais, John Lord Wenlock was

dispatched with thirty-six people in his  company to meet the  duke  of Burgundy

at Boulogne in order to procure safe passage for the embassy.22 Whilst at

Boulogne, Wenlock and the  duke  spoke of the grave  concerns that  some of the

English ambassadors had  expressed  concerning the security of the embassy;

apparently they were  still  suspicious of the intentions of certain subjects of

Louis XI.23 Wenlock it seems was only mollified when told  that  Philip would
hold himself personally responsible for their safety and would arrange for Jean

de Lannoy and Alard de Rabodenghes to meet the English near Guines on

Monday 29 August and conduct them to the site of the conference at St Omer.24

After months of delay, Wenlock and his colleagles spent almost the whole of

September in negotiation at St Omer after which  they travelled to Hesdin where

they stayed from 30 September until the end of the conference on 10 October.

The Englishmen were eventually persuaded by the duke of Burgundy to meet

the French king at Hesdin on Monday 3  October.”
Evidence from the English archives gives an inadequate impression of the

frenetic diplomatic activity that preceded the conference of St Omer.  Thomas
Vaughan  and Colin  Herevé’s missions  in July and Chateaubleu’s trip to

Boulogne  in August are not recorded in the documents of the English

Exchequer. It  might, perhaps, be supposed that both Herevé and Chateaubleu

were paid by their masters (the lieutenant of Guines and treasurer of Calais

respectively); the payments being accounted for in some now-lost set of Calais

accounts. In any case, as far as Vaughan’s mission is concerned, some crucial

Tellers’ and  Issue  Rolls for Michaelmas Term  1463  are now missing, but the

Tellers’ Roll for Easter of that year is also unhelpful. Other crucial pieces of evi-

dence for the embassy itself  are not to be found in the English archives.

Strangely, no ambassadorial powers for the embassy are contained in the

Treaty Rolls (Public Record Office, C 76), showing that the rolls do not provide

a completely accurate guide to the full number of powers which were actually

issued during this period. On the other hand,  this  does seem to be one of the few
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instances for Edward IV’s reign where an ambassadorial commission for  a
major  series of negotiations is not preserved in the English archives.26 A  set of
powers (issued on  6  August) for the Englishmen to treat with Burgundy for a
commercial agreement and an abstinence of war, is to be found, however, in the

Archives  Départementales du Nord.” All ten of the men named in the original
warrant for issue of  4  July were included in the commission as well as  Thomas
Vaughan  and Robert Danvers (justice of the  King’s  Bench). Eventually all of
these  ambassadors, except Danvers, were present at the negotiations and
became signatories to the intercourse of merchandise between England and
Burgundy signed on 7 October." No other powers  exist  (either in Continental
or English archives) for the English ambassadors to treat either directly or
indirectly for a truce with  France.

Furthermore, the English evidence and the ambassadorial commission itself

gives a very incomplete picture of the make-up of the English delegation to the
conference. Two of the king’s officers of arms accompanied the embassy,
Windsor Herald and Calais Pursuivant; Warwick Herald represented the earl
of Warwick, who had not been able to attend the conference owing to commit-
ments in the North of England.29 It seems  also that  William Overey was present
at the conference in order to act as a specialist advisor in the drafting of the
commercial agreement between England and Burgundy. Overey, governor of
the Merchant Adventurers in the Low Countries up to May 1462, had been
included in an ambassadorial commission of September of that year to treat
with Duke Philip the Good.” Although Overey was neither named in the
commission of  6  August  1463, nor acted as a signatory to the agreement of
7 October, he was still described in the receiver-general’s accounts as one of
Edward’s ‘ambassadeurs’.’I This probably indicates the important role which
Overey played during the negotiations, despite being attached to the  embassy
in an informal capacity. In fact, the number of people who formed part of the
embassy (either as ambassadors, specialist advisors, heralds, pursuivants,

servants and other assorted hangers-on) reached around 200. Over 855  livres
were spent by Duke Philip in providing hospitality for the English (‘011 nombre
de environ deux  cens’) from 30 September to 8 October.32

An interesting group of noblemen  also  accompanied the English  embassy to
Hesdin and St Omer. The accounts of the ducal receiver-general state that
‘John, son of the duke of Boucquinghen  [Buckingham]’, ‘my lord of Willeby
[Willoughby]’ and the  ‘son  of the earl of Assenfort’ were in attendance.” The
son of the duke of  Buckingham  was John Stafford, son of Humphrey Duke  of
Buckingham (Duke Humphrey had been killed at the battle of Northampton in
1460).” Richard Welles of Willoughby is surely meant by ‘my lord of Willeby’,
since it is known that Willoughby had also been at Dover with George Neville
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when the great  seal  was handed over to Neville’s deputies.” Willoughby had
been pardoned by Edward IV in February 1462  but did not come  into  his in-
heritance until  1464—65 owing to his  father’s  attainder.36 His pursuivant, Noir
Lyon, also  accompanied him to the conference." If ‘Assenfort’ can be read as

Oxford, then John de  Vere, son of the earl of Oxford, may also have been

present. Edward IV had executed his  father  and brother for treason in the
previous year.” Accompanying these noblemen was  ‘Thomas Thirel’, who
should probably be identified as Sir  Thomas  Tyrell of Heron; his brother had
also been executed for treason in  1462, but by the year of the St Omer con-
ference he was serving on Edward  IV’s  commissions of the  peace.” The
presence of  these  men at the conference (whose familial loyalties were quite
anti-Yorkist) may have  been arranged to impress upon Louis XI just how far
Edward’s  government had  come.  Louis was perhaps expected to believe that
the Lancastrian  cause  was now hopeless. For these men were either in Edward’s
power or were now his mossibly reluctant) supporters.

All  this, of course, serves to remind us of the limitations of the source

material remaining in the English archives. Records of relevance to diplomatic
history (and much else) may be entirely missing, such as the Tellers’ and Issue
Rolls for Michaelmas  1463, which might have provided evidence for payments
to such people as Windsor Herald or Calais Pursuivant. And those records
which do exist may only tell us half the story. The English evidence for  much  of
late medieval diplomacy consists  of formal diplomatic commissions in the
Treaty Rolls  (and these, as we have  seen, are not fully comprehensive) and cur-
sory references concerning payments to envoys in the  records  of the Exchequer.
Such evidence gives very little indication of the lowly missions of Chateaubleu
Pursuivant or the informal role of men such as William Overey, or indeed the
way in which hangers-on to the main body of an embassy could be used for
subtle political purposes. John Stafford, John de Vere and Richard Willoughby
may not  have  received formal ambassadorial powers, but their presence at
St Omer and Hesdin would have sent an important  message  to Louis XI. So,
some of the subtleties and  more  informal aspects of  late  medieval diplomacy
have been obscured by the vagaries of the survival of English documentary
evidence. But the rich resources of the archives of Lille and Paris can allow us
to examine diplomatic intercourse between England, France and Burgundy in
far greater detail. A more complete picture of late medieval diplomacy then
begins to emerge, which  highlights  the important responsibilities of minor
agents, officers of arms, specialist advisors and members of ambassadorial
entourages, as well as the more well known duties of ambassadors.
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Appendix
A.D.N., B  2051, f. 79v.

[By permission of the Archives Départementales du Nord. Punctuation and
capitalisation have been modernised]

Lundi iij' jour d’Octobre l’an mil CCCC lxiij le roy, monseigneur 16 duc de
Bourgogne et de Brabant, madame  1a duchesse de Bourbon et mes  damoiselles
ses filles  tout  le jour a Hesdin. Et pluseurs des gens de  l’ostel  du roy logiez en
l’ostel  et aux despens de mondit seigneur 1e duc. Et ce  jour  disnerent en l’ostel
et aux despens de mondit seigneur les ambassadeurs du roy d’Engleterre
assavoir 1e chancellier d’Angleterre‘w, le conte  d’Essez‘“, messire Jehan van
Loop”, messire  Watier  Blont‘”, 1e doyen de  Bourdeaux‘“, maistre  Thomas
Candc‘s, maistre Henry Caret“, maistre Loys Galet, maistre Thomas Vinte-
bort", Thomas  Wagant“, Richart Wetel“9 et  maistre  Guillaume Awray‘o tous
ambassadeurs. Et en leur compaingnie messire Jehan filz du duc de
Boucquinghen, monseigneur de Willeby, le filz du conte d’Assenfort, maistre

Thomas  Thirel et pluseurs autres de leurs gens. Escu xx 5. a la valeur de x1 gros
monnaie de Flandres.  Somme  du jour sans garnisons comprins gages

iijc xj l.  j  s. ix d.
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